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Iwai Zen, who has always been calm, changed his expression slightly after hearing the
news.

“Unexpectedly, the Chu family and the Jones family were married?”

“Could it be that the Chu family are fighting for the position of the next Lord of Trumen?”

Iwai Chan frowned, thinking secretly in his heart.

As the saying goes, see the micro-knowledge.

This seems to be just a brief marriage news, but behind it, there are often many
messages hidden.

However, no matter why the two suddenly married.

But one thing cannot be denied, that is, with the support of the Jones family, the strength
of the Chu family will undoubtedly be greatly enhanced.

“Dragon Lord, Dragon Lord, I really don’t know how you will react when you learn this
news?”

“You have a slim chance of winning.”

“Now, the Chu family is united with the Jones family.”

“Your so-called beacon The Liaoyuan plan is afraid that it will eventually come to nothing,
and it is doomed to fail.”

Iwai Zen shook his head and smiled.

After learning that Mark’s real goal was the Chu Family, Iwai Chan deliberately withdrew
from the Dragon Temple and severed his relationship with Mark.

Just because Iwai Chan felt from the beginning that Mark’s plan would definitely fail.



But no matter what, he tried to persuade him many times, but the dragon lord refused to
listen to the persuasion.

But now, Iwai Zen felt that after learning about the marriage between the two, Mark
would probably give up completely, and would no longer want to go to the Chu family for
revenge.

Moreover, since Mark left Japan last time, he has rarely heard about Mark.

This undoubtedly made Iwai Chan feel that Mark should have retired when he was in
trouble.

“Dragon Lord, Dragon Lord, let your ambitions and ambitions be higher than the sky.”

“Finally, don’t you still bow your head in front of reality?”

“A single spark can not scorch the endless wilderness, nor change the vast world.”

“What’s the change in the world of sparks, isn’t it still a joke in the end?” In the

room, Iwai Zen smiled to himself.

In the words, there is a bit of sarcasm and complacency.

However, just when Iwai Zen was complacent.

Boom~

Just listen to the muffled noise outside.

The boulder exploded and the high wall collapsed.

The door wall made of steel and concrete is torn apart.

“Huh?”

“What’s going on ?” “What happened?”

“

Come here!”

The sudden bang shocked Iwai Zen.

He was immediately unhappy, and asked angrily, wondering what was happening
outside.



However, he hadn’t waited for his guards to arrive.

The crystal door in front of me shattered with a bang.

Thousands of fragments, reflecting the scorching sun and cold light, scattered all over
the ground.

In the chaos, two figures, like ghosts from Shura Hell, quietly emerged in the eyes of
Iwai Chan.

“You…you…you…”

Seeing these two people, Iwai Zen’s pupils shrank.

Because of fear, his old eyes were huge, and his old face was as pale as paper.

At this time, the majestic and icy voice blasted like thunder in the hall.

“King Longyan, the guilty minister, ungrateful and betrayed the Lord. He does not
respect his orders.”

“According to the decree of the Dragon Temple, you should be executed immediately.”

“But the Lord Dragon is kind and allows you to live and breathe.”

“Now, the spark is in full bloom, and the prairie fire is on.

” I waited, Bong dragon Lord of life, such as about to come to pick you up into the
mountains Truman. ” “

well let you see, is the main dragon killed Truman mountain. or that Truman giants, is
dragon riding to the foot of the master? “

bully The sound, like a bell in the morning and a drum in the evening, keeps echoing.

The surging majesty, just like a violent wind, sweeping everywhere.

Under the coercion of the two, Longyan Wang Gritsberg was silent as a chill, his old
eyes were almost cracked.

He stared at the two people in front of him with staring eyes.

In his heart, there was unparalleled fear and amazement, and he couldn’t help but
swept.

Iwai Zen never expected that this day would come unexpectedly.



He didn’t even expect that the cruel words that Mark put down to him when he came to
Japan would actually come true.

“Long Lord, really want to do…do it to the Chu Family?!!!”

Chapter 3251

After taking away Iwai Chan, the two did not go directly to Chumen Mountain to
reconcile with Mark.

Instead, he went northward, until he reached the Three Gods.

“Stop!”

“The power of martial arts, if you don’t have a call, it is forbidden to enter.”

“You wait, don’t leave quickly!”

Outside the Sanshen Pavilion, the two masters in charge of guarding the pavilion stood
in front of them. Sternly reprimanded.

In the words, there was coldness and displeasure.

However, in the face of the evil words of the Japanese master, the two ignored them.

Instead, raising his head, looking up into the Sanshen Pavilion, the loud voice
immediately resounded across the world.

“Gaia, the god of the earth and mountains~”

“Owen, the god of bronze and fire~”

“I am here to pay a visit by the order of the dragon lord.”

“Also, please come to see the moon god.”

…….

“Please Moon God, show up and see~”

…

Gaia and Owen respectfully said to the Sanshen Pavilion.

The loud voice, like thunder, trembled here.



“Presumptuous!”

“The place where the Moon God retreats, how can you wait for the noise?”

“I

don’t know whether to live or die~” Seeing Gaia and two of them refused to persuade,
the two great masters who guarded the pavilion suddenly became furious.

When everything goes violent, it is necessary to teach Gaia the two.

However, just a mere master, how could Gaia and the others be their opponents?

The two of them didn’t even get close, so they were directly shocked by the power
released by Gaia and Owen!

“This…this…”

“This is the titled grandmaster?” After

the two Japanese grandmasters were wounded, they lay on the ground, full of panic and
exclaimed.

“Quick!”

“Notify the Sword God Palace~”

“There is an invasion of foreign titles.”

The two guarding masters were so frightened that they had to contact the Sword God
Palace.

Phew~

It was at this time when a cold wind suddenly started.

Then, a holy majesty came quietly.

The sacred and magnificent aura was felt by Gaia and both of them were palpitating.

“Is this the power of the Moon Reading God?”

“It’s so terrible.”

Gaia resisted the pressure, frowned, and whispered in secret in his heart.

Owen also had cold sweat on his forehead, his expression immediately serious.



As for the two Japanese powerhouses who were stunned by Gaia just now, after feeling
this power, they were even more shocked.

These two martial arts masters, who are also considered noble in their own country,
knelt directly on the ground without saying a word, and repeatedly bowed their heads at
the Sanshen Pavilion.

“It was my incompetence, and failed to stop the culprits and disturb Lord Moon God to
clean up.”

“Please Moon God condemn!”

….

“Please Moon God confess the sin~”

… The

two men bowed down and prayed for sin.

Finally, the door of the Sanshen Pavilion suddenly opened.

Then, a holy and elegant woman in a long skirt appeared quietly.

What kind of woman is that.

Ice muscle and jade skin, green silk like snow.

Stunningly intoxicating like the snow lotus on the mountain that day, and elegant and
dusty like lotus in the rain.

The moment Gaia saw the true face of the Moon God, it was hard for Gaia to believe
that such women would actually exist in the world?

boom!

After Moon God appeared, her beautiful eyes trembled.

Gaia and the others only felt that the void in this area was shaking, and then a burst of
energy was suddenly shot out.

The two great masters who were kneeling on the ground were hit hard again, and
immediately vomited blood and flew upside down.

“My distinguished guest, do you dare to neglect?”

“Deal, death!” The



cold words sounded quietly.

Upon hearing the words, the two masters immediately despaired.

Weeping blood bowed down one after another, begging the moon god for mercy.

“Those who don’t know are not guilty.”

“They don’t know that we are the people of the dragon master, and they are considered
unintentionally offended.”

“The Moon God doesn’t have to take their lives

.”

“My Dragon Lord said, do not want your hands stained with blood fiber white, dirty
tainted by this mundane world.”

“You are the people who care about Dragon Lord, Dragon Lord only wish you forever
holy, spotless.”

Owen took He came to help them talk.

A few words are also extremely decent, with a touch of demeanor of a Western
European aristocratic gentleman.

However, when Gaia on the side heard these words, his eyes twitched.
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